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Abstract—Structural and UV/Visible optical properties can be
useful to describe a material for the CIGS solar cell active layer,
therefore, this work demonstrates the properties like surface
morphology, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) bonding
energy (EB) core level spectra, UV/Visible absorption spectra,
refractive index (n), optical energy band (Eg), reflection spectra for
the Cu25 (In16Ga9) Se40Te10 (CIGST-1) and Cu20 (In14Ga9) Se45Te12
(CIGST-2) chalcogenide compositions. Materials have been
exhibited homogenous surface morphologies, broading /-or diffusion
of bonding energy peaks relative elemental values and a high
UV/Visible absorption tendency in the wave length range 400 nm850 nm range with the optical energy band gaps 1.37 and 1.42
respectively. Subsequently, UV/Visible reflectivity property in the
wave length range 250 nm to 320 nm for these materials has also
been discussed.

Keywords—Chalcogen, Optical energy band gap, UV/Visible
spectra, XPS spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ONVENTIONALLY photovoltaic (PV) materials are
inorganic semiconductors, which can form a suitable
junction with other materials having property to exhibit PV
effect when incident on light. Several semiconducting
materials have been shown the PV effect, but only a few have
been getting sufficient commercial interest, cause, satisfying
essential constraints to minimizing the thickness and their
enough availability. Ideally, absorber material must have an
efficient high absorption coefficient (105/cm) of the terrestrial
light and direct energy bandgap semiconductor with a bandgap
of ~1.5 eV, high quantum efficiency of excited carriers, long
diffusion length and low recombination velocity. The high
optical absorption governs the optimum thickness of an
absorber in a solar cell cause order of a film thickness inverse
of the optical absorption coefficient [1]-[4].
But it is mirror fact there is no suitable semiconductor
material available with direct bandgap close to 1.5 eV. Most
frequently used silicon has an indirect bandgap with a gap 1.1
eV. Therefore, to resolve this problem investigators have been
investigated the metastable alloy a-Si:H, somewhat
serendipitously with large tailorable bandgap, easy dopabilty
and high optical absorption coefficient. Beside this metastable
a-Si:H alloy has the other two-component (binary) GaAs,
CdTe, Cu2S, Cu2O, InP, Zn3P2 etc attracted much attention to
use as a solar cell materials.
In further investigation it has been predicted GaAs, InP and
their counterpart alloys ideal for the photovoltaic applications,
but their too expensive PV module fabrication cost limits the
large-scale commercial production. Due to increasing number
of components, the number of possible geometrical proportion
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increases in the materials. Such as I–III–VI ternaries/
quaternaries alloys or compounds can form a suitable
photovoltaic material [4], [5] which emphasize on low cost.
It is well known chalcogenide PV can be substantially
contribute in future energy supply upto terawatts capacity [6].
At present, chalcogenide PV module production is in the
gigawatts/year range, mainly driven from CdTe module
producer [6].Chalcogenide PV technologies CdTe and
Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 have nearly equal low cost perspective for
the large scale production. The alloying elements indium and
tellurium can be considered most critical, cause, limited
amounts of their availability on the earth.
The goal of this work, to present a structural and optical
property study on the developed Cu25(In16Ga9)Se40Te10 and
Cu20(In14Ga9) Se45Te12 compositions alloys. The FSEM
surface morphology, XPS bonding energy (BE) core level
analysis, UV/Visible absorption spectra, refractive index (n),
optical energy band gap (Eg) and reflection spectra for these
alloys have been discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Bulk materials CIGST-1 and CIGST-2 were prepared by the
melt quenched technique. High purity elements have been
taken in appropriate compositional ratio. The properly
weighed materials kept into clean quartz ampoules were
evacuated and sealed under at the vacuum of 10-5 torr. The
materials sealed ampoules were put into electric furnace and
heated up to 12000C with a slow heating rate and hold this
temperature for 36 hours. To ensure the homogeneity of
molten materials ampoules were continuously rotated with the
help of an electric motor in last 12h heating process, afterward
quenched in NaOH containing ice water. Prepared ingots of
the materials were collected by breaking the ampoules. To
ensure the homogenous surface morphologies of the materials
ULTRA 55, Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope
(Karl Zeiss) measurement performed. The XPS core level and
valence band spectra were obtained with Al KaX-rays (1486.6
eV) under a vacuum of 3 ×10-7 Pa in Multilab 2000 Thermo
ScientificUK instrument. The XPS data consisted of survey
scans over the entire binding energy core level peaks of
interest. For the survey spectra and core level spectra an
energy increment 1 eV and 0.05 eV was used for the spectra
recording. The core level peaks were recorded by sweeping
the retarding field and using the constant pass energy of 30
eV. To ensure experimental data each measurement was
averaged over five scans, under the beam current 10 mA and
power 150 W. The reproducibility of the measurements was
checked on different regions of the investigated surfaces [7].
The adventitious carbon was used as a reference and the BE of
the reference C1s line was set as 285.0 eV. For each sample, a
calibration factor was calculated from the difference between
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C BE and the
t reference value 285.0 eV [8].
thhe measured C1s
Thhe original BE data weere correctedd according to the
caalibration factoor.
The UV/Vissible absorptioon and reflecctivity spectrooscopic
m
measurements
were perforrmed from the Sepctro S-600
eqquipment, forr this fine bullk powder was kept in a sample
hoolder carefullly and speectra recordded in UV//Visible
abbsorption specctra and reflecctance modess, in the wavee length
raange 300 nm too 1000 nm.
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III. RESULTSS AND DISCUSSSION
A. Structurall Property
The FSEM surface morrphology (seee-Fig. 1) of the as
prrepared bulk materials
m
provvides the inforrmation regardding the
hoomogeneous diffusion
d
of the
t alloying elements.
e
Theerefore,
thhese as prepaared bulk matterials has ann overall amoorphous
naature.

Fig. 1 (a, b). FSE
EM surface morrphologies of thhe as prepared CIGSTC
1 and CIGST-2 alloys

In subsequeent, to confirrm the stoichhiometries chhemical
cooncentrations in these materials X-ray
X
Photoeelectron
Sppectroscopy (XPS)
(
analysis was also performed.
p
B
Bonding
ennergy core levvel spectra of the alloying elements Se, Cu and
Tee were analyzzed corresponndence to C1 line 285eV (±1eV),
(
obbtained carboon C1 line coore level XP
PS spectra foor these
m
materials
is exhhibited in Fig. 2 (a). This ouutcome revealls count
inntensity of C11 line is highher for the CIIGST-1 compposition
thhan CIGST-2. Further Fig. 2 (b) represennts Se 3d5/2 core level
sppectra for thesse materials. O
Outcome demoonstrates the CIGSTC
2 composition has a sharp Se
S 3d5/2 XPS peak
p
while thhis peak
neearly disappeaars in the CIGST-1composition.

Fig. 2 (b). Se 3d
3 5/2 XPS core llevels spectra fo
or the CIGST-11 and
CIGST-22 compositions

In this subseqquent Cu 2p3/22 and Te 3d5//2 peaks are giiven in
Figgs. 2 (c) & 2 (d). Result reveal Cu 2p3/2 CIGST-1 has a
low
wer count vallue broad diffu
fused peak in between 931 to 937
eV
V accompanieed with otherr nearly spreaad peaks, whhile the
CIIGST-2 materrial has beenn exhibited comparativelyy high
count value shaarp peaks at 9931 and 952 eV.
e However the Te
a
appearinng in the sam
me manor inn these
3dd5/2 peak is also
maaterials with following
f
the same trend, by
b showing thhe high
ordder counts peeaks at 573, 5576, 583 and 587 eV for CIGSTC
2.S
Subsiquently alloying elem
ments Ga3d5/22 high energyy XPS
peak 285 eV diffused with C1
C peak while In3d5/2 high energy
ST-2 and neaarly spread foorm in
apppears at 446 eV in CIGS
CIIGST-1 compoosition. The bbroading and high
h
diffusionn of Se
3dd5/2, Cu 2p3/2, Te 3d5/2, Gaa 3d5/2 and In
n 3d5/2 core energy
levvels XPS peaaks in CIGST
T-1 material demonstrates it has
moore random and homogeenous structu
ure than CIGST-2
composition.

Fig.2 (c). Cu 2p
2 3/2 XPS core llevels spectra foor the CIGST-1 and
CIGST-22 compositions

Fig. 2 (a). C1 XP
PS core levels sspectra for the CIGST-1
C
and CIGST-2
C
com
mpositions
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Fig. 2 (d). Te 3d5/2 XPS core levels spectra for the CIGST-1 and
CIGST-2 compositions

Fig. 4 (a, b). Variation of refractive index for the CIGST-1 and
CIGST-2 alloys

B. UV/Visible Optical Property
The obtained UV/Visible spectrums in a common wave
length range 300 nm to 1000 nm are exhibited in Fig. 3 (a, b).

Optical energy band of a solar cell or PV material is the
crucial parameter because it defines the terrestrial light
absorption ability in a specific wave length region. As per
requirement, a good solar cell material should have optical
energy band gap in the range 1.4 to 1.5 eV. Optical energy
band gap essentially describes the minimum energy required
for the optical excitation of a material. The optical energy
band gaps of the CIGST-1 and CIGST-2 can be described by
using the well known Tauc relation [12], [13]. Plot (α hν)1/2 vs
Eg for the CIGST-1 and CIGST-2 is exhibited in Fig. 5 (a, b),

Fig. 3 (a, b). UV/Visible absorption spectrums for the CIGST-1 and
CIGST-2 alloys.

Materials CIGST-1 and CIGST-2 have been exhibited a
broad absorption peak in the spectral range ~450 nm to 850
nm. To analyze the materials different optical properties
spectrums a common band tail wave length range 660 nm to
850 nm have been taken.
In multicomponent chalcogenide systems it is well
established the refractive index extensively depends on the
localized density of states and it influenced from the addition
of foreign elements in alloys. Refractive index of the under
test materials can be obtained by employing the KramersKronig relation [9]-[11]. Obtained variation of refractive
index for the CIGST-1 and CIGST-2 materials is exhibited in
Fig. 4. From this outcome it is evident these materials have
refractive index order 3 to 4, this result also demonstrates,
material CIGST-1 has a refractive index slightly higher than
CIGST-2.
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Fig. 5 (a, b). Optical energy band gap (Eg) for the CIGST-1 and
CIGST-2 alloys

the Eg values of the materials can be evaluated by
extrapolating the plots lines. Outcome demonstrates materials
have Eg values 1.42 and 1.38 eV respectively.
Optical reflectivity can also provide useful information
regarding the solar cell materials because it reflects the inverse
behaviour of the optical absorption. As per essential
requirement; material should have a low optical reflectivity.
Here optical reflectivity for the CIGST-1 and CIGST-2
materials has been noticed (see Fig.6 (a, b)) in the wave length
range 250 to 320 nm and no optical reflectivity peak appears
in the higher range.
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UV/Visible light absorption ability in the visible
region.CIGST-1 composition material has exhibited higher
refractive index, optical energy band gap than the CIGST-2.
However, CIGST-2 has a high order optical reflectivity below
the wavelength 3000 A0. Thus, this study reveals the CIGST-1
composition material is suitable than the CIGST-2 for the
photovoltaic application.
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Fig. 6 (a, b). UV/Visible reflection spectra for the CIGST-1 and
CIGST-2 alloys

Optical reflectivity of the CIGST-2 material has been
exhibited a reflection peak in the wave length range 265 to
278 nm followed with other weak peak, having a maximum
order of reflectivity ~ 100.While CIGST-1 material has been
exhibited a broad reflection in the range 297 to 312 nm, with a
lower order of the reflectivity. These two materials reflectivity
characterizations are indicating that CIGST-1 has a favourable
property than CIGST-1 composition.
Structural and optical properties variations in bulk of
CIGST-1 and CIGST-2 could be interpreted in term of
variation in indusial element atomic size, density and alloying
concentrations, they can play an important role. The alloying
element Cu can contribute in UV/Visible light absorption as
well as improve the thermal and mechanical stability of the
material. Element In can restrict the recombination in the
complex matrices owing to atomic mismatch ratio in
configuration [14]. Ga has ability to tailor the band gap of the
materials, while Se can be act as a base element for the PV
material, this can be form long chain as well ring within the
complex structure, as a consequence, a large number of defect
states developed in the complex configuration [15]-[16].
Incorporation of the additional chalcogen element Te can also
substantially increase the intrinsic structural steric hindrance
and produce more defect states and decrease the Se rings
within the complex structures of the under test alloys. Hence
the high and low alloying amounts of the metallic element Cu
and the chalocgene elements Se, Te, in CIGST-1 composition
creates a large number of unsaturated frustrated bonds within
the complex structure than the CIGST-2, this could be the
reason for the homogenous surface morphology, higher order
diffusion XPS core level peaks and an enhanced optical
properties in CIGST-1 composition.
IV. CONCLUSION
In-conclusive remarks, the author has presented the
structural and optical characterizations of the CIGST-1 and
CIGST-2 solar cell materials. Results revealed materials have
overall amorphous structures and elemental XPS core energy
level peaks are found to higher for CIGST-1 than CIGST-2
composition along with materials also exhibited a strong
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